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Electron excitation after plasmon decay in proton-aluminum collisions
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When a projectile travels inside a metal, it interacts with the electron gas, producing both binary and
collective excitations~plasmons!. Within the nearly-free-electron-gas scheme, Ro¨sler and co-workers showed
that plasmons decay in first order and a conduction electron is emitted~interband transition!. Working within
the frame of atomic collisions, we develop a simple model to describe this decay. The first-order Born
expansion is used to approximate the electron wave functions. The influence of the lattice potential on the
excited electron is considered in the calculations in order to balance the momentum-conservation equation. It
gives contributions associated with sites of the reciprocal lattice. The potential expansion coefficients are
obtained following Animalu and co-workers@Philos. Mag.9, 451~1964!#. First- and second-differential spectra
~in energy and angle! are analyzed discriminating contributions due to different lattice momenta. In all cases,
contributions due to binary excitations of the valence electrons and inner-shell ionization are presented to
establish a comparison.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.67.032902 PACS number~s!: 79.20.Ap, 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are several mechanisms through which a proje
traveling inside a metal can interact with the metal elect
gas. These interactions result both in binary and collec
excitations@1#. The latter are usually referred to as ‘‘pla
mons.’’ In real metals, these plasmons have a finite lifeti
and eventually decay. Chung and Everhart showed in 1
@2# that, within the nearly-free-electron-gas~NFEG! model,
an important source of emitted low-energy secondary e
trons may arise from the decay of long-wavelength surf
and volume plasmons via near vertical interband transitio
Later on, Ro¨sler and co-workers@3–6# continued their work
considering not only secondary electron emission but a
particle-induced one. In a series of publications, they de
oped most of the theory presently available on plasmon
cay and its contribution to the electron emission spec
Working with NFE metals and within a model potential fo
malism~developed by Animalu and co-workers@7–11#!, they
showed that the excitation of conduction electrons by de
of plasmons generated by the impinging particle results in
important contribution to the electron emission.

In this paper, a simple model is developed to descr
plasmon decay via interband transitions. The electron ga
assumed to be under the influence of a weak periodic po
tial due to the lattice. This potential can be expanded in pl
waves with definite momentaG that correspond to the site
of the reciprocal lattice~bcc for Al! @12#. The expansion
coefficients areVG and are tabulated@11#. The excited elec-
tron wave function is approximated using a first-order Bo
expansion. Calculations are kept to first order inZP ~charge
of the projectile! and inV ~the lattice potential!. We follow a
simple derivation arriving an expression equivalent to
one obtained by Ro¨sler and co-workers. These autho
worked with the two lowest values ofG ~namely,G1 and
G2), although some considerations regardingG3 can be
found in a paper by Ro¨sler and Brauer@13#. In our calcula-
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tions, G3 contributions are included and turn out to be re
evant.

In Sec. II, the model is derived and the approximatio
involved in the model are explained. In Sec. III, the results
our numerical calculations are shown and analyzed. T
probabilities as well as stopping powers are presented. A
single- and double-differential spectra are obtained in te
of both the excited electron final energy and its final movi
direction~with respect to the projectile’s initial velocity!. All
calculations are performed for polycrystalline Al penetrat
by protons. Atomic units are used throughout this paper.

II. THEORY

A. The transition matrix

The total Hamiltonian of a projectile moving in an NFE
can be written asH5H01V,

H052
1

2M P
¹R

2 2(
j

1

2
¹ r j

2 ,

V5V(P)1V(e)1V(S)5(
j

~Vj
(P)1Vj

(e)1Vj
(S)!, ~1!

where Vj
(P)52ZP /uR2r j u is the projectile-electron Cou

lomb attraction,Vj
(e)5( l8(1/ur l2r j u) is the electron-electron

repulsion, andVj
(S)5( lW(X l2r j ) is the attractive interac-

tion of the electron with the whole solid crystal composed
the ions cores. CoordinatesR, r j , andX l represent the pro-
jectile, electron, and ion-core positions, respectively.

In general, the initial and final Hartree states of the ma
electron system are simply

C i5FK i
fki1

fki2
•••j i j

1
•••, ~2!
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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C f5FK f
fk f 1

fk f 2
•••j f j

2
•••,

where we have singled out the excited electron~named ‘‘j ’’ !
by the wave functionsj ( i , f ) j satisfying

F2
1

2
¹ r j

2 1Vj
(S)1Vj

(e)2« ( i , f )Gj ( i , f ) j
(1,2)50. ~3!

The other electrons as well as the projectile will be cons
ered as free particles. Their wave functions (fk andFK), are
plane waves~normalized to the Diracd), thus neglecting
Vl

(S)1Vl
(e) for lÞ j . Further, we will focus on the case whe

the free-electron final states are such thatfk f 1
5fki1

,fk f 2

5fki2
••• ~see Fig. 1!, that is, the bulk ends in its groun

state.
We build the Born series for theT-matrix element corre-

sponding to the ejection of the electronj as: Tj5(mTj
(m) ,

whereTj
(1)5^C f uVuC i&5^C f uVj

(P)uC i& is the first Born ap-
proximation,Tj

(2)5^C f u(Vj
(P)1Vj

(e))Gj 0
1 (Vj

(P)1Vj
(e))uC i& is

the second one, etc. The operatorGj 0
6 is the usual free

Green’s operator containing the interaction of the solid w
the ejected electron, i.e.,

Gj 0
1 5@E2H02Vj

(S)1 i01#21, ~4!

where

E5
1

2M P
Ki

21« i5
1

2M P
K f

21« f ~5!

is the total energy, andM P is the projectile heavy mas
(M P@1). TheT-matrix element in Born first-order approx
mation is very simple~see Fig. 1!, and reads

Tj
(1)5ṼP~q!F f i~q!, ~6!

where q5K i2K f is the projectile momentum transfe
ṼP(q)52ZP4p/q2, andF f i(q) is the electronic form fac-
tor,

F f i~q!5^j
f j

2uexp~ iq•r !uj i j
1&. ~7!

Higher Born terms to first order inZP can be calculated in
closed forms, and give

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the interactions. A first-order c
tribution is shown.
03290
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Tj
(m)5Tj

(1)@X~q,q•v!#m1O~ZP
2 !, ~8!

X~q,v!5
4p

q2 E dk

~2p!3/2
Q~kF2k!@g11g2#, ~9!

g65F1

2
k22

1

2
~q6k!26~v1 ih!G21

. ~10!

The Born series can be then summed up to all orders in
electron-electron (e-e) repulsion to give the simplest Pad´
approximant

Tj5(
j

Tj
(m)5t~q!F f i~q!, ~11!

t~q!5ṼP~q!
1

«L~q,v!
, ~12!

where«L(q,v)512X(q,v) is the well-known Lindhard di-
electric response function@14,15#. Finally, we have to add on
j, or ( j[2*dk iQ(kF2ki). To proceed further, we need th
Fermi golden rule to compute the differential probability p
unit time of electron excitation due to plasmon decaydPt

Dec

as

dPt
Dec

dqdk idk f
52pd~v•q1« i2« f !ut~q!F f i~q!u2, ~13!

and it is similar to the result obtained by Chung and Everh
@2#.

B. The form factor

In binary projectile-electron collisions, the role of th
solid is neglected, and the ejected electrons are describe
free particles,j ( i , f )

(1,2)5fk( i , f )
. The form factor reduces to

^fk f
uexp(iq•r )ufki

&5d(q2p), with p5k f2k i , and, to first
order @16#, theT-matrix element is given simply by

TBin5d~q2p!t~q!. ~14!

To study the role of the lattice in plasmon decay, we co
sider a weak periodic potentialV(S) acting on the electrons
This potential is due to the ion cores, and can be expande
follows:

V(S)~r !5(
G

VGeiG•r, ~15!

whereG is a vector pointing to a site in the reciprocal lattic
Keeping our calculations to first order in the potential, t

Bethe expansion@17# for the form factor@Eq. ~7!# gives

F f i~q!5d~q2p!1VGS 1

D0i
1

1

D0 f
D , ~16!

with

D0i5vki
2vk f2q1 i01, ~17!

-
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D0 f5vk f
2vki1q1 i01, ~18!

wherevk5k2/2(« i5vki
,« f5vk f

). The first term of Eq.~16!

represents the momentum-conservation in a bin
projectile-electron collision as mentioned above. The sec
term represents the situations in which the lattice takes
in the momentum-conservation equation. Thus the proba
ity per unit time for givenk i andk f , and to the lowest orde
in VG reduces to

dPt
Dec

dk idk f
52p(

G
d~v•q1« i2« f !d~G2p1q!

3uVGu2ut~2G1p!u2U 1

D0i
1

1

D0 f
U2

. ~19!

Note that the lattice absorbs momentum but not energy.
The secondd function impliesK i1k i5K f1k f1G and

accounts for the momentum conservation. The differen
cross section of the excited electron per unit time is

dPt
Dec

dk f
52E dk i S dPt

Dec

dk idk f
DQ~kF2ki !, ~20!

and the total cross section is simply the integration ofdPt
Dec

on dk f .

C. The degeneracy at the Bragg plane

If uk i u5uk i1Gu, then k i lies on the Bragg plane dete
mined by G. In this case we have two degenerate leve
D0i51/i01, and the probability diverges. Similar analys
holds when uk f u5uk f2Gu. The degeneracy found at th
Bragg plane is lifted, however, by the lattice weak perio

FIG. 2. Total probability per unit time as a function of the pr
jectile initial velocity for the three processes ending with an el
tron in the continuum. Plasmon decay is plotted with a solid li
binary contribution with a dotted line, and inner-shell contributi
with a dashed line. Plasmon excitation is added to the plot with
dash-double-dotted line.
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potential, as it is shown in the basic literature~see, for ex-
ample, the work by Ashcroft and Mermin@12#!. Therefore
we replaceD0i andD0 f by

Di5vki
2vki1G1 i uVGu,

D f5vk f
2vk f2G1 i uVGu, ~21!

Rösleret al. formula for the form factor follows from a two-
band model calculation@4#. Their expression is nonetheles
equivalent to our Eq.~19! so far as we consider 01;uVGu,
uVGu!1 and we work withD instead ofD0. There are some
differences with respect toG’s sign, but they are due to
working in a reduced or extended zone scheme, and do
produce different results.

III. RESULTS

Results for protons colliding with polycrystalline alum
num are reported here for different possible processes. F
now on, we will identify each process considered with
abbreviation. ‘‘ISh’’ will stand for electronic excitations from
the inner shells of aluminum, ‘‘Bin’’ for electronic excitation
from the free-electron gas@Eq. ~14!#, and ‘‘Dec’’ for elec-
tronic excitation of a nearly free electron due to plasm
decay@Eq. ~20!#. Finally, ‘‘Pls’’ will stand for plasmon exci-
tation.

H11Al ~nl !→H11Al11ek f
, ISh

H11eki
~FEG!→H11ek f

, Bin

H11FEG→H11FEG* , Pls

H11FEG→H11FEG* →FEG11ek f
, Dec. ~22!

The Mermin-Lindhard dielectric response functio
«M(q,v,g) @18# was used to represent the FEG in Eq.~12!.
The following parameters were considered: the Fermi vel

-
,

e

FIG. 3. Stopping power per unit time as a function of the p
jectile initial velocity for the three processes considered in Fig. 2
well as for plasmon excitation. The notation is similar to Fig. 2.
2-3
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G. BOCAN AND J. E. MIRAGLIA PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 032902 ~2003!
ity kF50.91~plasmon energyvP50.566), the inverse of the
lifetime g050.0375~following Arista @19#!, and the follow-
ing lattice parameters:

uG1u51.425~eight neighbors!, uVG1
u50.0089,

uG2u51.645~six neighbors!, uVG2
u50.0281,

uG3u52.327~ twelve neighbors!, uVG3
u50.0271 ~23!

The first two terms were the ones used by Ro¨sler, and
uVG3

u was determined fitting Shaw results~Table IV of Ref.

@11#! with a polynomial to reproduceuVG1
u and uVG2

u). As

we shall show, the influence of the third termuVG3
u is impor-

tant, mainly in the high-energy tail. The values foruVGu de-
pend on the normalization volume considered. We work
with the unit-cell volume.

The polycrystalline structure has been achieved by r
domizing the two Euler angles that describe the relative
entation between the projectile velocity and the lattice. T
Monte Carlo numerical technique has been used to integ
the differential probabilities. The roughness of the curv
shown in this paper is due to the usual standard deviatio
the Monte Carlo calculation.

FIG. 4. Single-differential probability as a function of the e
cited electron final energy forVi53.0 a.u.~measured from the bot
tom of the band!. Contributions from differentG values are dis-
criminated. The notation is similar to Fig. 2.
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The results for the inelastic collisions of the project
with the valence electrons, accounting for binary (dPt

Bin)
and plasmon (dPt

Pls) excitation per unit time, are presente
here, both calculated with the Mermin-Lindhard respon
function. The totalnl inner-shell ionization probability pe
unit time is included in the figures,dPt

ISh5dPt
2S1dPt

2P ,
Pt

1S is negligible in the energy region considered here. Th
were calculated using the continuum-distorted-wav
eikonal-initial state~CDW-EIS! which makes use of dis
torted waves in the initial as well as the final channels@20#.

A. Total probability and stopping power

In Fig. 2, we showdPt
Dec ~i.e., the transition probability

per unit time for plasmon decay via electron excitation
calculated in the preceding section! as a function of the pro-
jectile velocityv i . The result we obtain is qualitatively con
sistent with the data we have used. For the Mermin-Lindh
dielectric response function used here, the inverse of the
time g(q) ranges from g05g(q50)50.0375 to g(qc
50.67);2g050.075. Based on the plot for«(q,v), we
know the ion velocity has a minimum valuev th , called the
threshold velocity under which the projectile cannot gener
plasmons directly. For protons on aluminum,v th51.24. At
v th , the projectile generates a plasmon with energyv5vc
;0.83 a.u. and lifetimeg(qc)50.075, which is near the
maximum value obtained fordPt

Dec . As v i increases, other
plasmons withv,vc having longer lifetimes~smaller value

FIG. 5. Single-differential probability as a function ofu f ~ex-
cited electron outgoing direction with respect to the projectile in
velocity!. Contributions from differentG values are discriminated
The notation is similar to Fig. 2.
2-4
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ELECTRON EXCITATION AFTER PLASMON DECAY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 032902 ~2003!
of g) are excited too, and contribute to the total probabili
therefore increasingdPt

Dec . Around v i;3.0 a.u., dPt
Dec

saturates as plasmons with every allowed energy are exc
Together withdPt

Dec , we also plotdPt
Pls , dPBin, and

dPISh @20# to establish a comparison. It is important to no
that dPt

Pls.dPt
Dec , i.e., the plasmon formation probabilit

is nearly twice as large as the plasmon decay one. T
means that it is easier to excite a plasmon than to mak
decay via this mechanism. That is, the plasmon excita
rate is higher than the plasmon decay one.

Possibly, values ofuVGj
u could be improved. Also, inclu-

sion of higher terms such asuVG4
u would increasedPt

Dec ,
but not significantly, given the decreasing amplitude of
oscillations of the model potential@11#. The value ofuVG4

u is

similar to that of uVG1
u, and it is also near a node of th

model potential considered. We ran the program includ
uVG4

u50.01 a.u., but found no important corrections to o
results.

Another source of uncertainty is the value ofg0. In Rös-
ler calculations,g is more sensitive to changes inq. It is
calculated with gRoss50.018@116(q/kF)2# and g(qc)
;4g0.

We have explored the stability of our results consider
the value 0.018 used by Ro¨sler and Brauer@4# ~instead of
0.0375!, and an increment of 15% was observed.

In Fig. 3 we plot the energy lost per unit time by th
projectile~stopping! via binary collisions with the FEGSt

Bin ,
03290
;
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inner-shell ionizationSt
ISh @21#, the plasmon formationSt

Pls

~which is similar at high velocities toSt
Bin due to the equi-

partition rule!, and the integrated energy of the excited ele
tron via the plasmon decaySt

Dec ,

St
Dec5E dvvE dk fd~q•v2v!

dPt
Dec

dk f
Q~kf2kF!.

~24!

Again it may be seen that nearly one-third of the ene
ceded by the projectile to the plasmon per unit time is c
verted to kinetic energy of the emitted electron.

B. Single-differential spectra in angle and energy

From now on, we will concentrate on protons impingin
with v i53 (225 keV), where the probability for plasmo
decay reaches its maximum. We expect the decay spec
not to vary much for higher velocities.

Single-differential probabilities as a function of the e
cited electron energydPt /d« f , with « f5kf

2/2, are shown in
Fig. 4~b! for the three cases considered ending with one e
tron in the continuum, i.e., plasmon decay, binary, and inn
shell ionization processes. In Fig. 4~a!, we discriminate the
three different contributions for the plasmon decay due
first, second, and third neighbors in the reciprocal latt
~i.e., G’s three lowest values!. The G1 contribution ~lowest
lattice momentum! is important only for very low energies
G2 determines the shape of the curve for intermediate e
d
FIG. 6. Double-differential probability as a function of the excited electron final energy~again, measured from the bottom of the ban!.
Three different outgoing directions (u f50.02, u f51.57, andu f52.83 rad! are considered. Contributions from differentG values are
discriminated. The notation is similar to Fig. 2.
2-5
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G. BOCAN AND J. E. MIRAGLIA PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 032902 ~2003!
gies and, together withG3, clearly dominates in the high
energy region. The plasmon decay probability clearly p
sents a peak concentrated around« f;0.97 a.u.; dPt

ISh is
small in that region and the spectrum is dominated mainly
the valence electrons. We understand this value conside
that the excited electron initial energy« i is in the interval
0,« i,«F;0.41 a.u., and the plasmon energyv is
0.565 a.u.,v,0.83 a.u. As the excited electron final ener
« f is given by« f5« i1v, we find that

0.565 a.u.,« f,1.24 a.u. ~25!

In Fig. 4~b!, we see that it is in this energy region th
most of the electrons are excited. The fact that the pea
actually closer to the upper limit means that excited electr
come from near the Fermi level. Most of the excited pla
mons are low-energy ones, and although they have lon
lifetimes, it is their decay that determines the peak’s posit
(0.4110.56550.97 a.u.). The shape of our curves is simi
to that obtained by Ro¨sler and Brauer, and the results are
the same order@4#.

The most relevant information is found in the angu
distributiondPt /dV f as observed in Fig. 5~b!. While dPt

ISh

contributes mainly in the forward direction anddPt
Bin con-

centrates in a direction perpendicular to the beam,dPt
Dec

keeps a nearly spherical symmetry and becomes domina

FIG. 7. Double-differential probability as a function of the e
cited electron outgoing direction. Two-electron final energies
considered:Ef50.6 andEf51.0 ~from the bottom of the band!.
Contributions from differentG values are discriminated. The nota
tion is similar to Fig. 2.
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backward angles, whereG2 andG3 contributions are of the
same order@see Fig. 5~a!#.

C. Double differential spectra

Figure 6 shows the electronic distribution in angle a
energy as a function of the electron kinetic energy for th
ejection angles as indicated. TheG-discriminated plots@Figs.
6~a!, 6~c!, and 6~e!# show thatG2 and G3 make the main
contribution except at the very low-energy tail. At the bac
ward direction@Fig. 6~e!#, we find that theG3 contribution
becomes dominant for high energies whileG2 rules in the
middle region andG1 for very low electron energies. Not
that three different plasmon peaks can be clearly recogn
here, the first two beingG2 peaks and the third aG3 one. In
Figs. 6~b!, 6~d!, and 6~f!, the total plasmon decay contribu
tion is plotted together with binary and inner-shell ones. W
see that in the forward and normal directions, inner-shell a
binary processes are dominant, leaving plasmon decay a
leading mechanism for electron excitation in the backwa
direction. It is important, however, to point out that the tran
port of the electrons from the point where they are create
the surface and the transmission of the electrons through
surface potential barrier modify both the angle and ene
distributions. So, the excitation energy and angle distri
tions considered here are not the same as the emitted
~that can be compared with actual experimental data!. Note
that theG1 contribution could not be detected since the oth
two processes are dominant in the low-energy region as
served in Fig. 6~f!. G2 and G3 contributions can be clearly
separated. This could be an interesting region to study
lattice influence.

Figure 7 shows the electronic distribution in angle a
energy as a function of the ejection angle for two-electr
kinetic energy as indicated, which corresponds to« f
;0.6 a.u.*«min @given by Eq.~25!# and« f;1.0 a.u.~around
the plasmon decay peak position!. Again, the structures fol-
low the trend observed in the previous results.dPt

ISh is en-
hanced in the forward direction,dPt

Bin is very concentrated
and largely dominates the spectrum in the direction perp
dicular to the beam, anddPt

Dec shows a nearly symmetric
distribution, then leaving the backward direction with pla
mon decay as the leading mechanism. For both energ
plasmon decay constitutes the most important mechanism
this direction. It is worth noting that for« f50.6 a.u., the
plasmon contribution is determined mainly byG2; while for
« f51.0 a.u.,G3 dominates the backward direction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A simple model was developed to describe electron ex
tation caused by plasmon decay. TheT matrix was built us-
ing a Born expansion to include the electron-electron int
action to all orders leading to the FEG dielectric respon
function. All valence electrons were considered free exc
for the excited ones. This approximation is valid to first ord
in the projectile charge. The lattice was considered in
momentum-conservation equation, to which it contribu
with a reciprocal lattice vectorG. The weak periodic poten

e

2-6
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ELECTRON EXCITATION AFTER PLASMON DECAY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 032902 ~2003!
tial generated by the lattice was considered as a perturba
on the Bloch electrons. The electronic wave function w
approximated using a first-order Born expansion. Our fi
expression is similar to the one used by Ro¨sler and co-
workers, except in minor points.

Our results for the total probability of electron excitatio
via plasmon decay per unit time account for just one-half
the plasmons excited by the projectile. Further, the kine
energy of the excited electron is smaller than the ene
deposited by the projectile to excite the plasmons. This
due to the fact that the plasmon excitation rate is higher t
the plasmon decay one. In the angular and energy spectra
discriminate the effect of the differentG values and deter
mine the most favorable conditions for electron excitat
due to plasmon decay; that is, low-energy electrons« f
;1.0) excited in the backward direction. Plasmon dec
yo

03290
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dominates here over both inner-shell and binary-ionizat
processes. The lattice plays a strong role in the excitatio
these electrons as it contributes withG3 ~third neighbors in
the reciprocal lattice!.
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